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Executive summary
In this review, state of the art systems are presented which are currently in use for the measurement and monitoring
of emissions from seagoing ships. This review comprises the applied measurements techniques for the quantification
of the sulphur content in the ship fuel and the ways in which these systems are deployed. Another focus is laid on
the applied reporting methods. This is especially relevant in cases where non-compliance has been detected and
identified. Reporting of the estimated uncertainty in the results is also discussed. This review is based upon the
experiences in using monitoring systems which are or have been applied in United Kingdom, Belgium, the
Netherlands, Germany, Denmark, Sweden, Finland and China. The measurement sites are operated by public
institutions as agencies, universities or institutes and by private companies which are offering monitoring as a service.
The present measurement techniques for pollutant emissions are classified in this report depending on their
underlying methods and technology. A commonly used method, often denoted the sniffer method, is the direct
extraction and analysis of air samples of the exhaust plume. The applied technologies for the analysis of these air
samples may be distinguished by their features such as high sensitivity
Different deployment strategies are shown. These are currently stationary land-based measurement sites and aerial
platforms. Also, ships are used as platforms during campaigns. Stationary sites are generally operated fully
autonomously along canals and rivers. The exhaust plumes of ships passing by are monitored. This method is passive
since it only monitors in cases where the wind is actually blowing from the ship to the monitoring station. Aerial
systems can be used to measure contribution of pollutants from specific ships even those at berth. Above all, airborne
measurements are interesting because they are suitable for compliance monitoring of vessels at open sea. However,
these can only be conducted when in good flight conditions at sufficient sight.
Data analysis and reporting procedures are presented. Reporting of vessels suspected of non-compliance has so far
been treated differently between the operating groups and many established their own web databases. Different
method for quality assurance and quality reporting are presented as one of the key elements of this review.
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List of abbreviations
ACS – Aeromon Cloud Service
AEMS – airborne emissions monitoring system
AIS – automatic information system
ASM – application specific messaging
AWS – Amazon Web Services
BSH – German Federal Maritime and Hydrographic Agency
CEMS – continuous emission monitoring system
CI – confidence interval
CLD – chemiluminescence detector
CO2 – carbon dioxide
CPC – condensation particle counter
CRDS – cavity ring-down spectroscopy
DECA – domestic emission control area
DOAS – differential optical absorption spectroscopy
DU – Dobson unit
EC – electrochemical sensor
ECA – emission control area
E-Lab – Emissions Lab
EMSA – European Maritime Safety Agency
EPA – environmental protection agency
ESA – European Space Agency
FSC – fuel sulphur content
FMI – Finnish Meteorological Institute
GOME – global ozone monitoring experiment
GSM – global system for mobile communication
HNO3 – nitric acid
IGPS – identification of gross polluting ships
ILT – Dutch Human Environment and Transport Inspectorate
IR – infrared
LP-DOAS – long path differential optical absorption spectroscopy
MAX-DOAS – multi-axis differential optical absorption spectroscopy
MEPC – Marine Environment Protection Committee
MoT – Ministry of Transport (China)
MSU – mini-sniffer unit
NDIR – non-dispersive infrared absorption
NDUV – non-dispersive ultraviolet absorption
NO – nitrogen monoxide
NO2 – nitrogen dioxide
NOx – nitrogen oxides as sum of NO and NO2
NRTI – near real time stream (satellite data processing)
O3 – ozone
OFFL – offline stream (satellite data processing)
OGV – ocean going vessel
OMI – ozone monitoring instrument (satellite borne)
PAN – peroxyl nitrates
PI – principle investigator
PM1 – particulate matter of 1 µm diameter or less
PM2.5 – particulate matter of 2.5 µm diameter or less
PM10 – particulate matter of 10 µm diameter or less
PPAO – Penlee Point Atmospheric Observatory
PSC – port state control
RF – radio frequency
RMS – root mean square error
RPRO – reprocessing stream (satellite data processing)
RSD – relative standard deviation
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RSP – respirable suspended particulates
SCIAMACHY – scanning imaging absorption spectrometer for atmospheric chartography
SECA – sulphur emission control area
SO2 – sulphur dioxide
SP-AMS – soot particle aerosol mass spectrometer
SWIR – short wave infrared
TNO – Netherlands Organisation for Applied Scientific Research
TROPOMI – tropospheric monitoring instrument (satellite borne)
TVOC – total volatile organic compounds
UAV – unmanned aerial vehicle
UV – ultraviolet
UVN – ultraviolet/visible/near infrared
VDES – VHF data exchange system
VHF – very high frequency
VSAT – very small aperture terminal (receiver and transmitter for satellite communication)
𝜎 – standard deviation
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1 Introduction
The establishment of sulphur emission control areas (SECA) by the International Maritime Organisation (IMO) in
the International Convention for the Prevention of Marine Pollution from Ships (MARPOL) Annex VI and hence the
limitation of the amount of sulphur emitted by combustion of fuel from ships had an economic impact on shipping
companies. Either the vessels had to sail on low sulphur fuel or run exhaust after-treatment measures such as
scrubbers reduce the amount of emitted sulphur to the ambient atmosphere. Both measures cause a significant
increase in economic cost (Kalli et al., 2009). In order to enforce the regulation and guarantee a level playing field in
the international and competitive, shipping industry, monitoring of the fuel sulphur content became important to all
stakeholders, authorities and industry. Current emission regulations, their enforcement and identified regulatory and
enforcement gaps are described in detail in SCIPPER Deliverable D5.1 (Winnes et al., 2019).
This review describes the state-of-the-art techniques and processes which are currently in use all over the world to
remotely measure the fuel sulphur content (FSC) of by-passing vessels at shore sites, near ports or vessels sailing at
open sea. These methods are meant to make the enforcement of legally binding regulations to limit pollution from
ships more effective. Currently, the focus is on sulphur emissions. But also the emission of NOx will be limited in
Europe for ships keel laid from 2021 following the emission standards that already took effect in the North American
and US Caribbean waters since 2016.
The sulphur content in fuel is usually checked by authorities like port state control (PSC) when ships are berthed in
harbours. The number of ships that can be checked by taking samples on board however is limited. In order to
increase the probability to be checked other methods are added as the EU Sulphur directive 1999/32/EC (EU, 1999)
and the addition 2012/32/EC (EU, 2012) transfers the MARPOL VI regulation. According to the commission
implementing decision 2015/253/EC Article 3, at least 10 % of the total number of individuals vessels calling in the
relevant member state per year have to be inspected on-board. Of these 10 %, the sulphur content of the marine
fuel that is used on board shall also be checked by sampling or analysis or both when the member state is not
bordering, partly bordering, and fully within the Sulphur Emission Control Area (SECA) respectively at 20, 30, and
40%. On-board inspections are time consuming and therefore costly. When using advanced monitoring strategies
such as remote sensing, it is allowed to reduce the number of fuel sample analysis by up to 50 %. Monitoring of
sulphur emissions by the analysis of the individual exhaust has been used since more than a decade now by various
groups to target gross polluting ships. Therefore these methods are suitable to reduce the number of labour intensive
and costly on-board inspections.
There are different approaches to apply remote systems for ship emission measurements. First, stationary systems
near shipping lanes are used to analyse the chemical composition of exhaust plume of by-passing ships. These systems
can run continuously and autonomously at more or less fixed sites. On the other hand there are aerial systems which
can be used to monitor ships en route even far from shore. These methods however require a more complex
treatment.
In section 2 of this report, various measurement techniques are presented. These include sensitive sniffer systems
that can be used at distances hundreds of meters away from the vessels. Small-sized sniffer systems are suitable as
payload for manned and unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV). Also optical remote techniques are presented which do
not require any physical gas sampling but use the specific light absorption features of the molecules of interest such
as sulphur dioxide (SO2) and carbon dioxide (CO2). Also measures for quality assurance are discussed in this section.
Monitoring system deployments are treated in section 3. It is shown how the different monitoring systems have been
applied in the different regions and also on airborne platforms. In addition, measurements from space using satellite
borne optics are described.
Data analysis and reporting procedures are presented in section 4. In this section it is described how the different
groups handle and process their data and how relevant data is communicated to responsible authorities.
An overview of available ship emission monitoring data obtained before the SCIPPER project is summarised in
Appendix A.
All reported uncertainties are provided by the respective developers or operators, respectively, and have not been
verified.
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2 Measurement techniques
Measurements to enforce the regulations of the Marine Environment Protection Committee (MEPC) on sulphur
have been conducted in various ways which are described in this section. The different approaches can be
differentiated by their underlying measurement techniques and strategies. Here it is distinguished between highly
sensitive sniffer techniques, small-sized sniffer techniques and optical remote sensing techniques.
The Sniffer system measures the sum the background concentration and the concentration of caused by the
emissions from the ship. The FSC is given as the percentage of the mass of sulphur to the mass of fuel and expressed
as % Sm/m. To determine the FSC of the ship, the background concentration must be subtracted from the measured
concentration to determine the true ratio between the SO2 and CO2 in the exhaust gas. Therefore the FSC can be
determined according to Eq.1 with the units used as given in the subscript (Balzani Lööv et al., 2014, Beecken et al.,
2014, Beecken et al., 2015, Kattner et al., 2015, and Mellqvist et al., 2017). Where M(X)𝑔/𝑚𝑜𝑙 denotes the molecular
weight of species X in g/mol and [𝑌]𝑝𝑝𝑏 the volume mixing ratio of species 𝑌 in ppb. Taking the ratio between these
substances cancels out dilution in the ambient atmosphere so that the FSC can effectively be determined remotely
even hundreds of metres downwind of the vessel.
𝐹𝑆𝐶%𝑆𝑚/𝑚 =

M(S)𝑔/𝑚𝑜𝑙 × ∫[𝑆𝑂2 ]𝑝𝑝𝑏 − [𝑆𝑂2,𝑏𝑔𝑑 ]

𝑝𝑝𝑏

𝑑𝑡

M(C)𝑔/𝑚𝑜𝑙
× ∫[𝐶𝑂2 ]𝑝𝑝𝑚 − [𝐶𝑂2,𝑏𝑔𝑑 ]
𝑑𝑡
0.87
𝑝𝑝𝑚

= 0.232 ×

∫[𝑆𝑂2 ]𝑝𝑝𝑏 − [𝑆𝑂2,𝑏𝑔𝑑 ]𝑝𝑝𝑏 𝑑𝑡
∫[𝐶𝑂2 ]𝑝𝑝𝑚 − [𝐶𝑂2,𝑏𝑔𝑑 ]𝑝𝑝𝑚 𝑑𝑡

Eq.1

Highly sensitive sniffer techniques comprise instrumentation capable of measuring volume mixing ratios in the order
of trace level abundancies. This is needed in order to quantify diluted amounts of SO2 as they occur when measured
some hundred metres distance downwind of the sources. NOx is measured simultaneously to correct for cross
sensitivities of SO2 analysers based on the principle of UV fluorescence. However, also NOx will in near future be of
interest for compliance monitoring in European Emission Control Areas (ECA) when new NOx ECAs become
effective from 1 January 2021 according to the MEPC resolution MEPC.286 (71). These sensitive instruments are of
higher complexity and are usually several decimetres in size in all dimensions. Hence complete systems with
instrumentation for gas analysis and meteorology, Automatic Identification System (AIS) receivers and processing
units may easily weigh around 40 kg up to more than 100 kg.
Much smaller and lighter sniffer systems with lower energy consumption have been realised with electrochemical
(EC) and small-sized non-dispersion infrared (NDIR) sensors. These systems are small enough to be used as payloads
for unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV) but they cannot be used to measure typically low concentration levels of the
gases of interest. Hence, systems based on small-sized sniffer techniques need to be in the plume in the direct vicinity
of the funnel where the volume mixing ratios of the gases of interest are high enough for proper quantification.
Optical remote sensing has so far been used in form of differential optical absorption spectroscopy (DOAS) to
measure SO2 and NO2 (Berg et al., 2012, Seyler et al., 2017, Seyler et al., 2019, and Schmitt et al,, 2019). DOAS is
not suitable to quantify CO2, though. Hence, a direct quantification of FSC as in Eq.1 is not feasible with the currently
applied methods. However, the results of first measurements show that the ratio of SO2 to NO2 can be used as a
first indication to identify gross polluting ships for compliance monitoring.
The techniques in the following are presented by their type of measurement technique and in geographical order of
the developer’s respectively operator’s location from west to east.

2.1

Sniffer measurements using sensitive trace level analysers

Typically, the stationary monitoring sites that are reflected upon in this report are sited at distances of some hundreds
of meters downwind the shipping lanes. Due to the dilution of the emitted SO2 and CO2 in the plume with ambient
air, the typical volume mixing ratios are in the order of up to only a few ppb for SO2 and a few tens of ppm above
the background concentration of 400 ppm for CO2. This sets high requirements on the sensitivity of the applied SO2
and CO2 analysers. A common method which has broadly been applied by the various groups for the quantification
of SO2 is based on UV fluorescence (Luke, 1997). SO2 molecules in a sampling chamber are brought into an excited
molecular state by pulsed UV radiation. Since this state is unstable, the excited molecules strive to fall back into a
ground state by emitting radiation in form of a photon. The amount of the detected photons relates to the number
of SO2 molecules in the sample chamber and thereby to the SO2 concentration in the sampled air.
The SCIPPER Project - 814893
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There are cross sensitivities in this technique to hydrocarbons and NO. Hydrocarbons in these systems are typically
removed from the sample air in the analyser system before the sample chamber by so called hydrocarbon kickers.
The cross sensitivity to NO has to be corrected for afterwards in the analysis process after each plume measurement.
The effect of NO is an increase of the assumed SO2 volume mixing ratio of about 0.5 to 1.5 % of the NO volume
mixing ratio.
Commonly, the volume mixing ratio of NOx, i.e. the sum of NO and NO2, is in the order of around 100 to a few
hundred of ppb. The ratio between NO and NO2 is variable but it Alföldy et al. (2013) found during their studies
that the majority of usually more than 75 % of the emitted NOx was emitted as NO. Typical volume mixing ratios of
NO at the sampling sites are still in the order of around 100 ppb and thus leading to an increase of the detected
value from the SO2 analyser of a few ppb. For an uncorrected system this would correspond to a bias in the SO2
signal in the order of roughly 10 %. Following Eq. 1 the FSC would be calculated to be accordingly higher than the
true value. Therefore, NO or NOx measurements are usually incorporated in systems using UV fluorescence
monitors to measure SO2 as presented below.
NO or NOx, respectively, in the named systems is measured by the reaction of NO with ozone (O3) which leads to
an emission of photons in a process called chemiluminescence (Kley and McFarland, 1980, Kleffmann et al., 2013).
Ozone lifts the NO molecules to an unstable excited state and a photon is emitted when the molecule falls back into
its ground state. In order to measure NOx, NO2 is typically internally converted to NO by catalysis prior to the
reaction with O3 in the sampling chamber in the instruments. The NO2 fraction can be retrieved as the difference of
sequential or simultaneous NOx and NO measurements. The conversion of NO2 to NOx can be affected by cross
sensitivities to other oxidized nitrogen compounds as peroxyl nitrates (PAN) and nitric acid (HNO3) which also
would be converted to NO when a converter built of molybdenum is used (Balzani Lööv et al., 2014).
CO2 is commonly measured by its absorption characteristics in the infrared (IR) region. Usually, CO2 analysers based
on non-dispersive infrared (NDIR) measurements are used where the absorption features of the air sample are
compared to a reference in a limited wavelength region which is optimized for CO2 detection (Welles and
McDermitt, 2005, Burba et al., 2011). Alternatively, laser systems are applied to analyse specific spectroscopic
features to quantify the mixing ratio of CO2 in the sampled air, e.g. Cavity Ring-Down Spectroscopy (O’Keefe and
Deacon, 1988).
Details of the measurement sites using highly sensitive sniffer techniques as described above are collected from the
respective groups who are responsible for the development or operation, respectively, and presented on the
following subsections.
2.1.1

Plymouth Marine Laboratory

The Plymouth Marine Laboratory (PML) continuously monitors the concentrations of key atmospheric trace gases
at the Penlee Point Atmospheric Observatory (PPAO). Continuous gas phase measurements at PPAO include
concentrations of SO2, O3, CO2, and methane (CH4) in air.
SO2 is measured by a Thermo Scientific model 43i Trace Level-Enhanced Pulsed Fluorescence SO2 analyser. O3 is
measured by a Thermo Scientific model 49i UV Photometric O3 analyser. CO2 and CH4 are measured by a Los
Gatos Research Fast Greenhouse Gas Analyser. The precision of the gas phase measurements are as follows: SO2
±0.05 ppb, O3 ±1 ppb, CO2 ±0.3 ppm, and CH4 ±1 ppb. Ancillary meteorological data is also monitored, and a Gill
Windmaster Pro sonic anemometer is used to measure the 3D wind field.
All of the instrumentation at the PPAO should be described as high-end scientific equipment. Approximate costings
are as follows:
•
•
•

Thermo Scientific model 43i SO2 analyser: 20,000 €
Thermo Scientific model 49i UV Photometric O3 analyser: 10,000 €
Los Gatos Research Fast Greenhouse Gas Analyser: 80,000 €

Raw data is collected at a variety of different time intervals: 3D wind (u, v, w) and basic meteorological parameters
as temperature, humidity, and atmospheric pressure are sampled at 10 Hz (0.1s); CO2 and CH4 are measured at
The SCIPPER Project - 814893
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1 Hz (1 s) and; SO2 and O3 are measured at 0.1 Hz (10 s). The raw data volumes, collected in real-time, are 65 Mb/d,
36 Mb/d, 1 Mb/d and 0.9 Mb/d for the meteorological, CO2 and CH4, O3 and SO2 data streams respectively. This
results in around 100 Mb/d for data from all sources.
The instruments and site are well characterised and lag times for air-inlet tubes are short and offsets based on tube
dimensions and flow rates. The instruments are calibrated using gas standards on a regular basis: the O 3 calibration
is done by an intercomparison with another calibrated instrument and blank measurements for O3 and SO2 are done
approximately daily, i.e. every 27 hours. For quality control, comparisons of meteorological and gas data have
previously been carried out against other nearby sites. A visual inspection of the processed data is carried out and
obvious bad data removed. The calibration slopes and blanks are then applied. The final dataset is archived at the
Centre for Environmental Data Analysis (CEDA: https://www.ceda.ac.uk).
2.1.2

Royal Belgian Institute of Natural Sciences

The Management Unit of the North Sea Mathematical Models (MUMM) conducts measurements with an aircraft
borne sniffer system using a flight-modified Identification of Gross Polluting Ships (IGPS) sniffer system developed by
Chalmers University of Technology and FluxSense AB (www.fluxsense.se). The system contains a trace level UVFluorescence analyser for SO2, a NDIR analyser for CO2 and a processing unit. Furthermore, interfaces to ARINC
429, AIS and GPS as well as Ethernet for external user interface units, e.g. notebooks. It is fitted for 19’’ racks. Its
weight is 47 kg and it consumes 15 A at 28 VDC.
The t90 response time of the SO2 analyser is about 2 s and less than 1 s for the CO2 analyser. The systems are
regularly tested and calibrated with specified test gases.
2.1.3

Netherlands Organisation for Applied Scientific Research (TNO)

TNO uses the Thermo 43A SO2 analyser which is running with a hydrocarbon kicker with a response time of about
5 to 10 s. NOx is measured with an Ecophysics 600 CLD analyser based upon the chemiluminescence reaction
between NO and O3. The response time is less than 1 s. The volume mixing ratio of CO2 is determined with a LiCor NDIR instrument. This instrument has a response time less than 0.1 s. Meteorological parameters as wind
direction and speed are measured using a Vaisala WxT530. The system also contains an AIS receiver to collect AIS
information. Trace level monitors costs about 20,000 Euro each. In 2020, particle counters will be installed. A choice
will be made between LAS-X counters and well known Scanning Mobility Particle Sizers (SMPS). These instruments
have low response times and are fast enough for measurement in plumes.
The functioning of the equipment is continuously monitored using Global System for Mobile Communication (GSM)
links. Usually, all monitors are calibrated in the field once a month using secondary standards. When the monitoring
results are suspect, the site is visited and instruments are checked and calibrated. When needed they are brought
back to TNO’s laboratory where they can be compared with primary standards.
2.1.4

Federal Maritime and Hydrographic Agency (BSH)

In Germany, ship emission compliance monitoring is carried out by the Federal Maritime and Hydrographic Agency
(BSH; www.bsh.de). The monitoring started already in September 2014 by the University of Bremen within the BSH
funded research project MeSMarT (www.mesmart.de). In 2017, the BSH took over the operational ship emission
compliance monitoring at the pilot station in Wedel/Elbe, i.e. at the entrance to the port of Hamburg and expanded
the monitoring network to other measurement locations. The chemical composition of ship plumes with respect to
CO2, SO2, O3 NO, NO2, and NOx as the sum of the latter two is measured with fast and sensitive in-situ trace gas
monitors from HORIBA (APSA-370, APNA-370, and APOA-370), mlu-recordum (airpointer) and Li-Cor (LI‑840A).
The measurement principle for CO2 is non-dispersive infrared spectroscopy (NDIR) at a wavelength of λ = 4.26 µm.
At ambient conditions, used instruments (LI-840A) can measure with a temporal resolution of 1 sec and have a root
mean square error (RMS) of less than 1 ppm and an accuracy of < 1 % of reading. The instruments are small (23 x
16 x 8 cm) and light-weight (ca. 1 kg) and have a price of about 9,000 €. SO2 is measured by UV-fluorescence
spectroscopy (UVF) in the range 220 nm < λ < 420 nm. Even the signals are recorded with a temporal resolution of
5 s (APSA-370) and 10 s (Airpointer), the instrument’s t90 response time is given to be < 90 s. Due to the UVF
measurement principle, the SO2 instruments have a known cross-sensitivity to NO of about 0.5 to 1.5 %, which
needs to be corrected when measuring ship plumes. For both instruments, the sensitivity and the detection limit is
given to be < 1 ppb. The instruments have a dimension to fit in a 19’’ rack housing and a weight of approximately 15
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to 20 kg. The price is about 11,000 € each. NO is detected by chemiluminescence (CLD) when NO reacts with O3
to NO2 + O2 + h𝜈 (600 nm < λ < 3 µm). To measure also the NOx concentration, NO2 is converted to NO in a
deoxidation converter and measured with CLD. The NO2 concentration is calculated by the difference between
NOx and NO. The NOx instruments in operation automatically switch between NO and NOx measurement every
10 s, corresponding to the temporal resolution. The t90 time is given to be below 60 and below 90 s for airpointer
and HORIBA, respectively. Again, for both instruments the sensitivity and detection limit is less than 1 ppb. The
instrument dimension and price are similar to the SO2 instrument, i.e. 19’’ housing with 15-20 kg for ca. 14,000 €.
The O3 measurement is based on non-dispersive ultra-violet absorption (NDUV) at a wavelength of λ = 254 nm.
Again, the specification of the airpointer and HORIBA instrument is comparable regarding detection limit of 0.5 ppb,
accuracy of 1 ppb, dimension (19’’ housing; 15 kg) and price (ca. 9,000 €). However, the specified t90 time significantly
differs between airpointer, < 30 s, and HORIBA, 75 s. For data interpretation the meteorological parameters
temperature, pressure, wind vector, humidity, precipitation and global radiation are measured with a weather station
(LUFT WS700-UMB; price: ca. 3,000 €). To allocate measured plumes to individual ships the shipping traffic at the
measurement location is recorded with AIS-receivers (Watcheye R AIS; price: 220 €).

Figure 2-1: Calibration setup of the airpointer system (left) at the measurement site at Bremerhaven. The gas
cylinders are containing premixed sample gases at known concentrations. The airQrate (mlu-recordum) multi-gas
calibrator is used to dilute sample gases for the SO2 and NOx calibrations.

To ensure high quality measurements, every 25 hours an automated instruments self-check is performed by an
instrument internal zero- and span check. Zero- and span-air is generated locally by pulling ambient air thru an
activated charcoal filter and Purafil filter to remove all sulphur, O3 and NOx compounds. After the zero-check, the
ambient air is again pulled through the zero-air filter followed by a permeation source for SO2 and NO2 or an O3
generator to load the air with a known amount of SO2, NO2 or O3. In total the zero- and span-check procedure last
35 minutes. Even though, the zero- and span check is not used to calibrate the instruments it reliably indicates
instrumental drift and malfunctioning. Unfortunately, so far automated zero and span-checks for CO2 cannot be
performed. Two times a year the gas monitors are calibrated on site with external calibration gas from certified gas
cylinders, see example in Figure 2-1.
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2.1.5

Chalmers University of Technology

Chalmers University of Technology developed an airborne and fixed sniffer system as part of the Swedish project
(IGPS) Identification of Gross Polluting Ships between 2006 and 2008 and the project IGPS-plius betweent 2009 and
2014. This project was funded by the Swedish innovation agency Vinnova, and the Port of Gothenburg (Mellqvist et
al., 2014). Chalmers has participated in several EU funded projects (i.e. SIRENAS, BSR-Innoship, BSR-EnviSum and
CompMon), carrying out airborne and shipborne measurements in the Baltic Sea, including Russia, the English
Channel and California. Chalmers operates a sniffer station at the inlet channel of Göteborg since 2009, a station on
the Great Belt Bridge since 2015 and another one at the Öresund Bridge since 2018. Chalmers has also carried out
airborne monitoring for the Danish EPA in 2015 and 2016.
The core system incorporates a UV fluorescence-based instrument for the detection of SO2 (Thermo 43i-TLE). For
stationary measurements a standard instrument is being used, modified with a more powerful pump. For airborne
measurements a modified instrument without VOC-kicker is being used to obtain a fast response time t90 of 2 s. The
applied sampling rate is 1 Hz. NOx is measured by chemiluminescence by a Thermo 42i-TL which is custom modified
using a stronger pump in order to increase the response time t90 to 1 s at a sampling rate of 1 Hz. CO2 is measured
either by both, NDIR analysis (Li-Cor LI-7000 and LI-7200) or cavity ring-down spectroscopy (CRDS) (Picarro
G2301-m), depending on the measurement site. Fast response times below 0.1 s and high sampling rates about 10 Hz
were achieved using the NDIR analysers by Li-Cor. The CRDS is very stable regarding drift and basically requires no
calibration. The 1- 𝜎 precision of the fuel sulphur content measurements corresponds to 0.04 % Sm/m. The land-based
systems are additionally equipped with ultrasonic anemometers as well as AIS receivers, processing units and mobile
network communication equipment. The gas measurements are complemented by a full suite of particle
measurements (PM, BC, PN).
Chalmers University of Technology developed a sniffer type prototype equipped with instrumentation for SO2 and
CO2 analysis for airborne measurement based on the highly sensitive sniffer techniques, processing unit and interface
for the aircraft’s navigational data and AIS. This system is also used by the Royal Belgian Institute of Natural Sciences
for aerial compliance monitoring, see section 2.1.2 for more details.
Fixed and mobile gas measurements are constantly calibrated using high purity reference gases ranging from 200 to
300 ppb ±5 % for SO2 and NOx span, and from 300 to 400 ppm ±1 % for CO2 span. In the case of NOx, NO is used
as reference gas. The SO2 and NOx zero is retrieved by using the CO2 calibration gas. Likewise, the CO2 zero is
retrieved by using the SO2 calibration gas. The calibration procedures take into account the stabilization time,
especially for the SO2 instrument. The calibration gas is flushed during a period of 2 minutes for the SO2 span
calibration, while a period of 1 minute is normally enough for NOx and CO2 span calibration.
2.1.6

Finnish Meteorological Institute

The Finnish Meteorological Institute uses the following instrumentation on board their measurement flights for
aerosol chemical and physical characterization: a Soot Particle-Aerosol Mass Spectrometer (SP-AMS, Aerodyne
Research Inc., USA) for fast high resolution particle chemical characterization, a 3-wavelengths nephelometer model
3563 (TSI Inc., St. Paul, Minnesota, USA) for particle scattering measurements, a continuous-flow stream wise
thermal-gradient cloud condensation nuclei counter (DMT-CCNC) model CCN-100 (Droplet Measurement
Technologies, Inc., DMT, USA) for CCN total number measurements at fixed supersaturation of 0.34 % and two
condensation particle counters (CNC) model 3010 (TSI Inc., St. Paul, Minnesota, USA). The CCN, one CNC, and
SP-AMS were operated behind the Constant Pressure Inlet (CPI, DMT, USA), set to 650 mbar. Concentrations of
sulphur dioxide (SO2) were measured using a Thermo 43i analyser and carbon dioxide (CO2), methane (CH4) and
water vapour (H2O) were measured using a and Picarro G1301-m (Picarro, Inc. Sunnyvale, CA USA), using nearinfrared lasers and Cavity Ring-Down Spectroscopy, and is specifically designed for airplane measurements. The
sample was drawn trough a BMI Isokinetic Inlet System (Model 1200, Brechtel Manufacturing Inc., USA), equipped
with anti-icing system, pitot tube, and temperature and pressure sensors. Position and speed were taken from the
airplane system MIDG II INS/GPS.
The Instruments were calibrated prior to measurements and instrument parameters, i.e. flow, zero etc., were
checked prior to each flight. Data was preliminary processed during the campaign and further validation was done
by research scientist who was in charge of publishing the data.
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2.1.7

KINE Robotic Solutions Oy

The Finish ground-based monitoring network is operated by the KINE Robotic Solutions Oy’s, in the following
denoted as KINE Oy, daughter company Airnow Oy (www.airnow.fi) on behalf of the Finnish Transport and
Communications Agency (Traficom). Airnow’s systems are based on commercial Airpointer systems by mlurecordum together with other equipment used for example for meteorology in the system setup (Jyrki Vilo, Managing
Director, pers. comm., 15 November 2019).
SO2 and NO, NO2 and NOx are measured with analysers by ThermoFisher Scientific. SO2 is measured by UVfluorescence. The detection limit of the instrument is 0.5 ppb. NO, NO2 and NOx are measured by
chemiluminescence with a specified detection limit of 0.4 ppb. The precision of both analysers is given as 1 % of the
reading or 1 ppb, whichever is greater. CO2 is measured by Li-Cor LI-820 using NDIR. Its precision is below 3 % of
the reading. The whole system is 782 mm wide, 400 mm deep and 890 mm high without antennas and weighs about
66 kg.
There is no detailed information given about the sensitivity except that is suitable to monitor compliance to the
0.1 % Sm/m limit.
KINE Oy applies an automatic supervision of reliability of the collected results and takes into account weather
conditions and movements of vessels. The performance of the analysers is continuously and automatically followed
up by the evaluation of basic parameters of the gas analyses, data traffic, temperatures, and electrical current. It also
conducts calibration on regular basis. Daily calibration checks are conducted using the integrated zero and span gas
check. The measurement stations are checked, serviced and manually calibrated two to four times a year (Jyrki Vilo,
Managing Director, pers. comm., 26 November 2019). All port state control FSC measurements taken from fuel
samples are compared with monitored results by the sniffer systems. In general, the values of the sniffer systems are
within 10 to 15 % compared to the fuel samples.

2.2

Small-sized sniffer systems

Small sized sensors in the context of the applications presented in this report denote light weight and low-cost
sensors compared to the analysers used for sniffer measurements described in the previous paragraphs. The applied
sensors are electrochemical sensors (EC) or infrared sensors (NDIR) depending on the gas to be measured.
Generally, these sensors cannot be used for the low concentrations observed in the diluted plumes where the
sensitive sniffers work. They are less sensitive and less precise and they often show high cross sensitivities to other
gaseous constituents, temperature, pressure and relative humidity. In contrast to the highly sensitive sniffer
techniques presented in the previous part, small-sized sniffer systems are applied much closer to the vessel’s funnel
where the plumes are less diluted and the concentrations of the pollutants is much higher and the volume mixing
ratios of SO2 and NOx in the ppm range. This means that they are, for example, a factor of 100 or 1,000 less sensitive.
The companies Explicit ApS (Denmark) and Aeromon Oy (Finland) as well as the Hong Kong University of Science
and Technology developed their own small-sized sniffer systems which are presented in this section.
2.2.1

Explicit ApS

The system developed by Explicit ApS (www.explicit.dk) comprises low-cost micro sensors, electrochemical and
infra-red, measuring SO2 (EC), NO2 (EC), NO (EC) and CO2 (NDIR), temperature and humidity and is intended for
use on any rotary-wing aircraft. The sensors are integrated into Mini Sniffer Units (MSU) housed inside a standalone
snifferbox (ca. 5 kg) for mounting on a manned helicopter or into light-weight sniffer payload packages (ca. 500 g)
for mounting on UAVs (short and long-range), see Figure 2-2.
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Figure 2-2: Snifferbox by Explicit ApS and application example.

All sensors used in the system are state-of-the-art micro sensors commercially available from leading industry
manufacturers. Sensor performance has been enhanced through advanced software algorithm design derived from
extensive third-party performance testing and validation under both lab and real-life conditions, including cross
comparisons against vessel fuel samples, on-board continuous emission monitoring systems (CEMS), and Port State
Control fuel samples. The algorithms are part of Explicit’s intellectual property rights.
2.2.2

Aeromon Oy

Aeromon Oy uses their in-house developed BH-12 emission measurement device (https://www.aeromon.fi/files/BH12_datasheet.pdf), see Figure 2-3, as a modular device which can be mounted for example on fixed and rotary-wing
unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) platforms for compliance monitoring. The constituents measured for FSC monitoring
are CO2, SO2, NO2 and NO.

Figure 2-3: Aeromon BH-12 emission measurement device.

The standard version of BH-12 is designed to be used with rotary-wing platforms where it can hover inside the
plume, whereas a specially tailored version can be also used with fixed-wing platforms. This BH version for fixedwing platforms enables plume sample capturing when the UAV flies through the target vessel plume and the in-plume
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time is approximately 1 s. The FSC result is analysed from the captured sample in less than one minute, where after
a new sample capture is possible.
The sensors used by Aeromon Oy are provided by several different manufacturers and the exact models are
handpicked based on performance tests. The maximum FSC analysis error was found to be 30 % at 0.1 % Sm/m level
for Aeromon Oy sensor setup from benchmark tests by the Finnish Meteorological Institute (FMI) reference
laboratory in the project HyperGlobal.
Aeromon Oy provides certified calibration gases for BH-12 analysers. The user calibration is done each time at the
beginning of the measurement day and a check of the calibration levels again at the end of the day. The user calibration
compares the sensor response to the sensor factory calibrations and adjusts the parameters automatically if
necessary. This is done to compensate for direct sensor response levels change over time but also to correct for
effects due to cross sensitivities between different sensors which vary over time.
The FSC results receive confidence levels presented alongside with the result in section 4.2.4. The confidence levels
are based on successful calibration, measured concentrations of target compounds and integration time. Different
confidence levels are shown in
Table 4-1.
2.2.3

The Hong Kong University of Science and Technology

The current system for sulphur emission control area (SECA) monitoring is done through the UAV based high
performance sniffing system that operates in Hong Kong waters targeting moving vessels and those in anchorage. A
comprehensive field operation protocol for the UAV and for the sniffing system are followed to ensure data quality
and also the consistency of such operation in long term.
The aviation regulation in Hong Kong mandates sub-7 kg unmanned aviation vehicle for professional applications so
this limits the effective payload a working UAV can carry. The system used in Hong Kong now is an ultra-compact
sensor based system that can measure the concentration of individual gas pollutants of CO2, CO, SO2, NO, NO2,
total volatile organic compounds (TVOC) in active flow mode and particle pollutants of PM1, PM2.5 and PM10 with
light scattering principles. The system can also automatically calculate the FSC when chasing after ship plumes and
transmit the data to ground station or cloud server via radio frequency (RF) or 4G transmission. With all the
functions, the weight of the system is only 750 g. The hardware is developed and manufactured by Sapiens
Environmental Technology Co Ltd as ship plume sniffing system and the model is Sirius E3. The operation service
using the sensor system is by the research team in the Hong Kong University of Science and Technology, led by
Professor Zhi Ning.
The detection limit of the FSC is down to 0.05 % at present model. The concentration detection limit for CO2 and
SO2 is 400 ppm and 50 ppb, respectively, while the relative uncertainty of measurement is between 5-10 %.
The temporal resolution of the system is 2 s and the dimension is 196 mm x 75.8 mm x 75.8 mm.
The plume sniffing has been bundled with the service and the hardware cost. The price range for the hardware of
Sirius and the ground station for control and the software for data processing is expected to be in the range of
40,000 to 60,000 USD (about 36,000 to 54,000 €), depending on the choice of measured pollutants and the bundled
modules.
Both laboratory and field quality assurance are carried out in which field zero and span are done for the system to
calibrate the SO2 and CO2 sensors or other modules when necessary.

2.3

Optical remote sensors

Gaseous species like SO2 and NO2 can also be retrieved by remote optical sensing using Differential Optical
Absorption Spectroscopy (DOAS). DOAS is commonly applied in the UV region where SO2 and NO2 have strong
and specific absorption features which can be used to quantify the amount of the respective molecules along the light
path (Platt and Stutz, 2008). Radiation that enters an absorbing medium is attenuated at characteristic and distinct
wavelengths. The more absorbing molecules are present along the light path the stronger is the absorption according
to Beer-Lambert law. A so called column density expressed in number of molecules per cm2 can be retrieved from
spectral fitting algorithms.
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This principle has been used for the quantification of emissions from ships in various geometries by different groups
which are presented in the following.
2.3.1

University of Bremen and University of Heidelberg

The University of Bremen installed a Multi-AXis DOAS (MAX-DOAS) (Hönninger et al., 2004, Wittrock et al., 2004)
system at the Island of Neuwerk in the Elbe estuary (Seyler et al., 2017 and 2019) which was in operation between
2013 and 2016. Another DOAS site is located along the river Elbe next to BSH’s sniffer measurement site in Wedel
near the port of Hamburg which is still running. The system uses scattered solar radiation for the measurements.
The instrument is composed of a telescope which is controllable in azimuth and elevation with a field of view of 1°
which is connected to two Andor Shamrock SR-303i imaging spectrographs by a Y-shaped optical fibre. The setting
of one spectrograph is optimised to measure SO2 and NO2 in the UV range between 303 and 325 nm for SO2 and
338 to 370 nm for NO2, by the use of a 1200 lines mm-1 grating at a blaze angle of 300 nm and a Princeton NTE/CCD
1340/400-EMB detector. The other spectrograph is optimised to measure in the visible range at a wavelength region
between 425 and 497 nm by the use of a 600 lines mm-1 grating with a blaze angle of 500 nm and an Andor iDUS
DV420-BU back-illuminated CCD. The spectral resolution achieved are 0.4 nm for the UV and 0.7 nm in the visible
channel. Seyler et al. (2017) evaluated the typical absolute fit errors to be 2×1015 molec cm-2 for SO2, 5 to
6×1014 molec cm-2 for NO2 measured in the UV range and 2 to 3×1015 molec cm-2 for NO2 measured in the visible
range. The detection limits were found to be around 2.5×1016 molec cm-2 for SO2, 1×1015 molec cm-2 for NO2 in
the visible range and 2×1015 molec cm-2 for NO2 in the UV range. These values correspond to 0.2 ppb, 0.05 ppb and
0.1 ppb, respectively.
At Neuwerk, the telescope was looking at the shipping lane at a distance of about 5 km and at an elevation angle of
0.5° with respect to horizon at five different azimuth angles. Hence, it collects light that traversed through the plumes
and whose spectrum is affected by the absorption of SO2 and NO2, and it collects light from off-target azimuth angles.
The telescope is also pointed towards zenith sky and conducts a vertical scan as a reference measurement to retrieve
tropospheric NO2 which is subtracted from the plume measurement. At the Wedel site, it is sequentially looking
along three different azimuth angles along the horizon.
Since 2016, the MAX-DOAS system at the Wedel site has been complemented by a Long-Path DOAS (LP-DOAS)
(Schmitt et al., 2019) of the University of Heidelberg. In LP-DOAS an active UV radiation source, a laser driven
xenon arc lamp (Energetiq EQ99), is used and located next to an Acton Spectra 300i spectrograph in combination
with a Roper Scientific 10:2KBUV detector. The light of the UV source is reflected by a retro-reflector mounted to
a light house at the opposite shore side. The distance between the source or detector respectively, and the
retroreflector is about 2.87 km. Hence, the total length of the light path is 5.74 km. The average detection limit is
given as 80 ppt for SO2 and 0.44 ppt for NO2.
The DOAS measurements at Neuwerk and Wedel were established to further develop the ship emission monitoring.
However, at this stage the operational ship emission compliance monitoring is based on in-situ measurements only.
To assure quality, dark measurements and Hg spectra from an internal lamp are taken daily for determination of
CCD’s dark signal and wavelength calibration.
2.3.2

Chalmers University of Technology

Chalmers University of Technology conducts airborne measurements using passive DOAS which is looking
downwards at a 30° slant angle with respect to horizon. Solar radiation which is scattered at the sea surface is used
as background in this case. The method is described in detail by Berg (2011) and Berg at al. (2012).
For the measurement of SO2, an Andor Shamrock SR-303i imaging spectrometer is used together with an F/2
telescope. The grating used has 2400 lines mm-1. The spectral resolution is 0.47 nm. The spectrograph is connected
to an Andor Newton 920 BU UV enhanced CCD detector. For the measurements of NO2, a second but similar
system is used except that the spectrograph has been substituted by an Andor Shamrock SR-163. The 1-𝜎 precision
is in the order of 20 ppb for both, SO2 and NO2, over an assumed plume width of 50 m.
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2.3.3

Finnish Meteorological Institute

The Earth Observation Research Unit of Finnish Meteorological Institute (FMI) Space and Earth Observation Centre
carries out research on space-based observations of atmospheric composition and air quality, using current and past
satellite instruments. The Earth Observation Research Unit holds the co-PI position of the NASA Ozone Monitoring
Instrument (OMI), as well as participates the quality working group and validation of the Copernicus Sentinel 5P
TROPOspheric Monitoring Instrument (TROPOMI). Both instruments, OMI and TROPOMI are used in this project.
OMI has been operating since 2004 and provides long-term observations, while TROPOMI is the state-of-the art
instrument launched in 2017, providing atmospheric composition observations at unprecedented high spatial
resolution. The OMI instrument employs hyperspectral imaging in a push-broom mode to observe solar backscatter
radiation in the visible and ultraviolet. TROPOMI is a passive grating imaging spectrometer that continues the heritage
of OMI, but with higher spatial resolution and added channels at the short wave infrared (SWIR) region. The initial
spatial resolution for TROPOMI at nadir was 7×3.5 km2 for bands at ultraviolet/visible/near infrared (UVN), and
7×7 km2 for bands at SWIR, but since the early August 2019, the UVN resolution was increased to 5.6×3.6 km2.
The spatial resolution of the OMI instrument is 13×24 km2. For both instruments the equatorial overpass time is
about 13:30 local time and the swath width is 2600 km, and hence global coverage is achieved in one day.
The primary parameter to be used from these satellite instruments is the tropospheric column density of NO2 that
is retrieved within 405-465 nm wavelength range. Tropospheric NO2 is given as number of molecules per cm2 over
the tropospheric column for pixels that pass the quality criteria set in the retrieval algorithm. The quality of an
individual observation depends on many factors, including cloud cover, surface albedo, presence of snow-ice,
saturation, geometry etc. It should be noted that trace gas retrievals are provided only for pixels where cloud fraction
does not exceed a certain threshold that is typically set at about 30 %. For TROPOMI the tropospheric NO2 product
requirements are 25-50 % for bias, and 0.7×1015 molec./cm2 for random error (ESA, 2017). However, a recent
validation study by Ialongo et al. (2019) suggests that the bias is somewhat smaller for TROPOMI NO2 over Helsinki
at about 10 % that can be considered a moderately-low polluted environment. This project also includes an
assessment of using satellite-based SO2 from OMI and TROPOMI to monitor emissions from shipping. For a single
satellite-based SO2 observation uncertainties are high, e.g. for OMI it has been estimated to be over 70 %, but after
averaging over longer period the uncertainty can be significantly reduced (Krotkov et al., 2016). For background
areas, the estimated 1-σ noise of OMI SO2 is about 0.5 DU (Dopson Unit) over tropical oceanic areas.
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3 Monitoring system deployment
The deployments of the systems for compliance monitoring presented in chapter 2 are shown in this chapter. In
section 3.1, information about stationary measurement stations is given. Section 3.2 is about the operation of
compliance monitoring by manned and unmanned aircraft. In addition, satellite measurements for emission
measurements are presented in section 3.3.

3.1

Stationary measurement sites

Stationary measurements are sited along major waterways connecting ports to the sea. They are often located
downwind of the vessel pathways with respect to the predominant wind direction. So, the air mass that transports
the vessel’s exhaust plume are carried toward the respective stationary sample inlet by the wind as the vessel pass
by. The source of the measured plumes is identified by the information about the local wind speed and direction and
the transmitted identity and navigational data by AIS from the vessels. Measurement sites are ideally located at places
where the background concentration of the measured species is rather stable. They can run permanently and
autonomously and be controlled remotely. The sites of stationary deployment are presented in the following in
geographical order from west to east.
3.1.1

United Kingdom

The Penlee Point Atmospheric Observatory (50° 19.08' N, 4° 11.35' W) was established by the Plymouth Marine
Laboratory in May 2014 for long term observations of ocean-atmosphere interaction. It is situated on the English
Channel coastline and near to the entrance of the North Sea SECA (5°W). The observatory is only a few tens of
metres away from the water edge and 11 m above mean sea level. Situated at the mouth of Plymouth Sound, the site
is exposed to marine air when the wind direction is between 110° and 240°. Critically for the SCIPPER project, the
station is also situated close to the western entrance of the North Sea SECA. Typical south-westerly winds tend to
bring relatively clean background Atlantic air. In contrast, winds from the southeast are often contaminated by
exhaust plumes from passing ships. The PPAO is near marine sampling stations that form the Western Channel
Observatory, enabling better understanding of the ocean-atmosphere coupling.
PPAO monitors concentrations of SO2, O3, CO2, and CH4 in air but the data is not used for monitoring purposes of
individual ships. Aerosol number for particulates larger than 0.003 µm in diameter, size distribution for particulates
between 0.24 and 18.5 µm in diameter, composition, i.e. major ions, organics, and trace metals, and meteorology
are also measured. Continuous observations at PPAO also allows the quantification of the impact of anthropogenic
activity on the coastal environment as well as the influence of the sea on the nearby land. Recent publications (e.g.
Yang et al., 2016) have demonstrated the impact of the introduction of lower emission thresholds in January 2015.
3.1.2

The Netherlands

TNO has been working on ships emissions since 2006 where TNO measured emissions from inland shipping as well
as emissions by sea going vessels. First a mobile set up was used. Since then TNO has been operating a fixed station
along the harbour canal to Rotterdam. This has been running with some inactive periods since 2015 until now. Quite
recently, during autumn 2019, TNO has moved their equipment to another position in the area. This site is closer
to the sea and will allow monitoring of larger ships and with other wind directions.
Air is drawn from a 10 m high tower to a central manifold to which the equipment described in section 2.1.3 is
connected. The Vaisala anemometer is mounted on top of this tower. The tower was placed on the quay in Hoek
of Holland and now moved to an island in the harbour. The distance to the shipping lane is approximately 250 m
maximum and on the new location ships pass at similar distances.
3.1.3

Germany

Currently the German ship emission compliance monitoring network consists of three fixed land-based measurement
sites and is operated by BSH. The pilot station in Wedel at the Elbe River was established in September 2014. Ships
approaching or departing the port of Hamburg pass the measurement site at a distance of 400 to 800 m, see Figure
3-1. In August 2017, the second measurement station was established in the approach to the port of Bremerhaven.
The third measurement station was set up in April 2018 in the Kiel fjord to measure ship traffic thru Kiel and the
Kiel-Canal. It is planned to further expand the German monitoring network by another fixed measurement site in
the area of Rostock, a land-based mobile station in the German North Sea and Baltic Sea coastal region, as well as
by a ship-borne measurement site covering the German North- and Baltic Sea region.
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Figure 3-1: Measurement site at Wedel in January 2018. At that time three sniffer systems and a MAX-DOAS system
were present at that site; from left to right: Horiba, airpointer, MAX-DOAS and a second airpointer system.

3.1.4

Denmark and Sweden

Since 2010, Chalmers University has operated a sniffer at a stationary measurement site at Älvsborg fortress with
the purpose to monitor the ingoing/outgoing ship traffic through the port of Gothenburg. At this station, the gas
phase concentrations of CO2, SO2 and NOx are monitored continuously from which altogether with AIS and wind
data, the emission factors of S and NOx from individual ships can be assessed.
Two more stations with the same characteristics, have been set up at the Great Belt Bridge located in Denmark and
Öresund Bridge located between Denmark and Sweden since 2015 and 2018 respectively. Although the main
purpose of these stations is to monitor the sulphur compliance rates in the context of the restriction determined in
the SECA region, temporary particle measurements campaigns have been carried out in Gothenburg and at the Great
Belt Bridge. During these campaigns the permanent gas measurements are coupled to a parallel network of particle
measurement instruments that includes: an Engine Exhaust Particle Spectrometer (TSI 3090 EEPS), an Optical Particle
Sizer (TSI 3330 OPS), both for size distributions of particles between 5.6 nm and 10 µm, a Condensation Particle
Counter (TSI 3787 General Purpose Water-Based CPC) and an aethalometer for quantification of black carbon
emissions. Hence, this network allows the characterization of emission factors of particle mass/number, black carbon
mass and, size distribution from individual ships.
Chalmers has developed a rapid installation network for gas and particle measurements that has been operative on
ships and vans during measurement campaigns. This mobile network has the same characteristics as described in
section 2.1.5 in connection with measurements campaigns in Los Angeles and Long Beach in 2015, in Gdansk/Gdynia
in 2017 and Saint Petersburg in 2011, 2012, and 2018.
3.1.5

Finland

KINE Oy deployed six identical systems on stationary land-based sites along the Finnish coastline, see Figure 3-2.
These stations are working with the same Airnow platform which does all data handling, storing, analysis and sharing.
The same setup is used on a moving boat platform. For this platform Airnow uses a route optimization guidance to
target the vessels (Jyrki Vilo, Managing Director, pers. comm., 19 December 2019).
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Figure 3-2: Deployment of KINE Oy’s sniffer monitoring stations along the Finnish coastline (courtesy of KINE Oy).

3.2

Airborne platforms

Aerial measurements allow measurements near harbours, shipping lanes and at open sea. Numerous ships can be
measured in comparatively short time. In contrast to stationary measurements, aerial measurements are not running
automated and require suitable visual conditions in order to be conducted.
3.2.1

Manned aircraft operated by the Royal Belgian Institute of Natural Sciences

MUMM conducts aerial measurements on board an aircraft of type Britten Norman Islander. It has a range of about
3 hours for compliance monitoring flights, at a cruise speed of 110 kn and a stall speed as low as 35 kn. The standard
approach for plume traverses is at altitudes of 150 ft (46 m). If necessary, samples near the vessels are also taken at
lower altitudes depending on weather conditions and the particularities of the vessel. Since 2015, measurements
have been conducted above Belgian and Dutch waters. Until end of November 2019, about 400 flight hours were
conducted in total of which 85 flight hours for Dutch Human Environment and Transport Inspectorate (ILT) (Ward
van Roy, SURV-Team, pers. comm., 27 November 2019).
The air is sampled with a probe at the bottom of the fuselage and analysed in a flight-modified IGPS sniffer system
described in section 2.1.2.
3.2.2

Helicopter and UAV operated by Explicit ApS

In Denmark, regular aerial surveillance of sulphur emissions has been carried out by Explicit ApS since 2017 on behalf
of the Danish Environmental Protection Agency using a proprietary Mini Sniffer System developed by Explicit for
close-range (25-200 m) in-situ sampling directly in the vessel exhaust plumes, see section 2.2.1.
Before deployment, each MSU instrument is tested and calibrated by the company FORCE Technology in accordance
with EN ISO 6145-1. Most of the time, the system is used in a dual configuration, deploying two Mini Sniffer Units in
parallel to improve the uncertainty margins on the system and provide for additional supportive evidence. At the
0.10 % Sm/m level, the system uncertainty at one root mean square error has been validated by FORCE Technology
to 25 % and 16 % at 0.5 % Sm/m.
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Typical measuring ranges observed in the exhaust plumes are as follows:
CO2: 200-600 ppm over background, SO2: 0.5-1 ppm, NO2: 0.5-1 ppm, NO: 2-10 ppm.

Figure 3-3: User interface for analysis by Explicit ApS.

In addition to the sensor system, Explicit has developed an extensive, patented operational concept for monitoring
ship plumes1 including special pilot assist tools, known as Smart Flight, to support UAV pilot navigation in the exhaust
plume. The method relies on real-time sensor feedbacks to identify the optimal sampling position in the plume,
denoted as the sweet spot. In particular when using UAVs, the ability to identify the sweet spot has been found to
be critical in order to consistently obtain high quality samples.
The Smart Flight navigational feature is built into the sensor ground control station and linked directly to the system
quality scoring protocol, which allows users to assess the reliability of each measurement, i.e. the pilots’ ability to
correctly position the aircraft in the plume for sampling, in addition to the instrument uncertainty, see Figure 3-3.
The Explicit Mini Sniffer System has been operational since 2016 and has so far been used on multiple manned and
unmanned aircraft to measure more than 2,000 vessels on behalf of various authorities, including but not limited the
Danish EPA, the Dutch Human Environment and Transport Inspectorate (ILT), and European Maritime Safety Agency
(EMSA). 95 % of all measurements have been high quality.
For further on data processing see section 4.2.2 and for quality assurance see section 2.2.1.
3.2.3

Manned aircraft operated by Chalmers University of Technology

A compact version of the fixed sniffer systems for gas measurements, described in section 2.1.2, was developed and
installed on a Piper Navajo aircraft stationed in Roskilde, Denmark. In addition, the aircraft has an optical system
based on DOAS techniques for measuring SO2 to NO2 ratios. Several airborne campaigns were carried out in
Swedish waters 2007, Neva Bay in 2011, German North Sea and Baltic in 2011, Danish waters 2015-2017, the English
Channel 2016, around the Swedish island of Gotland in 2016 with the purpose of monitoring sulphur emissions.
3.2.4

UAVs carrying measurement systems built by Aeromon Oy

Aeromon’s BH-12 system and its predecessors have been fitted on an unmanned multicopter, see Figure 3-4, for
vessel sulphur emission campaigns such as in the project HyperGlobal in various locations in Europe since 2015.

1

Patent ref. EP3100022, US10416672, CN106170685.
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Figure 3-4: DJI M600 UAV carrying Aeromon BH-12.

This system has been part of the EMSA vessel sulphur monitoring in the EMSA/OP/06 project between 2017 and
2019. The setup in that project made it possible to operate the fixed-wing UAV with a 50 km operational radius.
The monitoring service for EMSA and fixed-wing UAV platform was operated by Altus LSA.
3.2.5

Manned aircraft operated by FMI

A modified Short Skyvan SC-7 research airplane, which is a non-pressurized twin-engine turbo-propeller aircraft
with a maximum operating distance of 1370 km, was used to measure the ship plumes over Baltic Sea. The relatively
large airplane enabled a large variety of instrumentation to measure both gaseous and particulate emissions in the
plume. When possible, the plume was intersected several times in order to observe plume aging. The research flights
with Skyvan were conducted for 5 days and over 45 plumes were observed during the flights.
Although the large airplane enables large payload and in-depth measurements, the costs and demands for personnel
as well as complex dataset prevent the use of this kind of measurements in routine monitoring.
3.2.6

UAV operated by Hong Kong University of Science and Technology

Marine vessels were identified as one of the major sources of air pollution. In 2017, they accounted for 52 % of SO2
emissions. A statutory cap of 0.05 % Sm/m has been imposed on the sulphur content of locally supplied marine light
diesel in 2014, which is generally used by local vessels and river trade vessels. However, ocean-going vessels (OGV)
have required special attention. These vessels often use heavy fuel oil with a sulphur content as high as 3.5 %.
In 2015, Hong Kong was the first Asian port requiring OGVs to use low sulphur marine fuel (i.e. fuel with sulphur
content not exceeding 0.5 % Sm/m) while at berth. To further improve the air quality, a new regulation was enacted
requiring all vessels to use compliant fuel (including low sulphur marine fuel, i.e., sulphur content of 0.05 % Sm/m)
within Hong Kong waters starting from 1 January 2019. Ship owners and masters must keep on board all records
related to the use of compliant fuel, and offenders will face prosecution if they fail to comply with the requirement.
The new requirement also dovetails with the implementation of a coastal emission control area in Mainland waters,
and it is expected to reduce SO2 and respirable suspended particulates (RSP) emissions from OGVs in Hong Kong
waters by about 76 % and 71 % respectively in 2020, as compared with 2016 emission level.
The Ministry of Transport (MoT) of China issued an Action Plan in December 2015 for controlling marine emissions
in three Domestic Emission Control Areas (DECA) including Bohai-rim Waters (Beijing, Tianjin and Hebei Province),
Yangtze River Delta, Pearl River Delta region. In accordance with the MoT and the released Implementation Scheme
of the Domestic Emission Control Areas for Atmospheric Pollution from Vessels on 10 December 2018, there is an
extension of DECAs as follows:
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•
•

Coastal control areas: the general scope includes all sea areas and ports within 12 nautical miles of the
baseline extension of Chinese territorial sea (excluding waters under the jurisdiction of Hong Kong, Macao
and Taiwan), as well as Hainan waters and ports specially designated.
Inland control areas: Navigable waters of the Yangtze river main lines (from Shuifu in Yunnan Province to
Liuhe Estuary in Jiangsu Province) and the Xijiang River main lines (from Nanning in Guangxi Province to
Zhaoqing in Guangdong Province)

Starting from 1 January 2019:
• The sulphur content of any fuel oil used on board sea-going vessels operating in the DECA should not
exceed 0.5 % Sm/m;
Starting from 1 January 2020:
• The sulphur content of fuel oil used on board sea-going vessels should not exceed 0.1 % m/m when operating
in the inland river emission control area;
Starting from 1 January 2022:
• The sulphur content of any fuel oil used on board sea-going vessels should not exceed 0.10 % m/m when
operating in the coastal emission control area in Hainan waters;
• Inland ships must use fuels in accordance with Chinese standards, either GB 252 or a new version which is
expected to replace it.
In Hong Kong, the Legislative Council has approved the Air Pollution Control (Fuel for Vessels) Regulation (the
Regulation) (Cap 311AB) on October 26, 2018 that from 1 January 2019, all vessels except for specified vessel types
as set out in the Regulation, are required to use compliant fuel within Hong Kong waters, irrespective of whether
they are sailing or berthing. Compliant fuel required by the Regulation includes low-sulphur marine fuel with sulphur
content not exceeding 0.5 %, liquefied natural gas or any other fuel approved by the Director of Environmental
Protection.
It is a challenge to assure compliance through conventional means of source emission testing or fuel sampling and
inspection. Ships operating in the nearby waterways are moving sources and it is not practical to instrument the
actual funnels of individual ships to make emissions measurements. Even ships at anchor in the harbour or at berth
in ports may emit polluting exhaust as they burn fuels to provide power needed to run loading/unloading operations
or to generate electricity for the many processes of shipboard operation.
A promising inspection alternative to determine the compliance of ship emissions is the application of UAV based
sensor sniffing method as a screening tool. This method determines SO2 and CO2 concentrations inside the plume
of target ships. However, the current technology development for sensor measurement performance and the
practicality of sensor-integrated UAV systems for ship plume measurements has not been well studied in local waters.

3.3

Satellite platforms (FMI)

Satellites have been used to monitor atmospheric composition globally over several decades. Trace gas and aerosol
observations from space-borne instruments such as The Global Ozone Monitoring Experiment (GOME, GOME-2),
SCanning Imaging Absorption SpectroMeter for Atmospheric CHartographY (SCIAMACHY) and the OMI
instrument have been extensively used in various applications e.g. related to air quality. Several studies have also
demonstrated the applicability to use these observations to detect emissions over major shipping lanes. Most of
these studies have concentrated on monitoring shipping-related enhancements of NO2 concentrations or estimating
NOx emissions (e.g. Ding et al., 2018, Boersma et al., 2015, Ialongo et al., 2014). Theys et al. (2015) have also
demonstrated capturing SO2 signals related to shipping in long-term averaged satellite data over the Red Sea.
The state-of-the-art satellite instrument, the TROPOMI instrument, on board of the Copernicus Sentinel-5 Precursor
satellite, was launched in October 2017 by the European Space Agency (ESA). The TROPOMI instrument is an
imaging spectrometer that covers the wavelength bands from the UV to SWIR region. TROPOMI continues the
heritage of OMI on-board NASA Aura satellite launched in 2004, but with much improved spatial resolution and
added measurement channels at SWIR.
Figure 3-5 and Figure 3-6 demonstrate the TROPOMI Tropospheric NO2 observations from a single overpass as
well as a monthly mean. Due to the improved spatial resolution and signal-to-noise ratio, signatures related to
shipping can be detected in some cases even from one single overpass. This was not possible with the predecessor
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instruments, where typically observations from several months or years were required to study the enhancements
e.g. of NO2 related to shipping.

Figure 3-5: An example of TROPOMI Tropospheric NO2 observations from one overpass over the Mediterranean on
22.8.2019. The spatial resolution of the data (at nadir) is 3.6 km x 5.6 km.

Figure 3-6: An example of TROPOMI Tropospheric NO2 monthly mean from August 2018.

All TROPOMI data are open for scientific and educational data user communities, and can be accessed e.g. via the
Sentinel-5P Pre-Operations Hub on https://s5phub.copernicus.eu/dhus/#/home.
TROPOMI Level 2 data is provided in three different data streams: Near Real TIme (NRTI), Offline (OFFL), and
Reprocessing (RPRO) streams. The NRTI data are available within 3 hours of the acquisition but may not meet full
data quality, and it is mainly intended e.g. for operational applications. The full quality OFFL data is available within
few days of acquisition while RPRO is the latest version of reprocessed data. For scientific or other applications
where high data quality is required, it is recommended to use either OFFL of RPRO data.
Copernicus is the European Union's Earth observation programme that is coordinated and managed by the European
Commission in co-operation with ESA, the EU Member States and EU Agencies. TROPOMI is a part of ESA Sentinel
missions’ family that is designed to fulfil the needs of the Copernicus services and its users. The Sentinel 5P will be
followed by two other Sentinels dedicated to atmospheric composition and air quality monitoring; Sentinel-4 and
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Sentinel-5. Sentinel-4 will be the first satellite on geostationary orbit that provides hourly observations of trace gases
and aerosols over Europe. Sentinel 5 will be flying on a mid-morning polar orbit, providing also observations focused
on air quality and composition-climate interaction.
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4 Data analysis and reporting procedures
In this section, a general overview is presented about how the different kind of data are analysed and what is reported
to authorities to trigger inspections. It is divided into reporting from stationary measurements in section 4.1 and
aerial measurements in 4.2. In section 4.3, a satellite-based reporting system is presented for global reporting of
parameters measured on-board vessels. In this report attention is paid to reporting of quality parameters along with
sulphur assessments. Operators use different definitions of uncertainty and error. In this report we used the terms
that were provided by the operators. So definitions may differ. In a later phase in the SCIPPER project, this issue will
be addressed specifically and harmonisation will be pursued.

4.1
4.1.1

Stationary measurements
Plymouth Maritime Laboratory

At PPAO, the data are analysed in real-time and a coarse time-resolution, i.e. every minute, plotted and made publicly
available on the web (www.westernchannelobservatory.org.uk/penlee). All data are stored in their raw format to
allow reprocessing to occur for different types of analyses and scientific questions. Specifically, for SCIPPER, the FSC
can be calculated from the SO2 and CO2 measurements; additionally, other sources of data may be available on a
piecemeal basis from aerosol analysis
As the PPAO is situated around 50 km from the centre of the shipping lanes in the western English Channel, the
data are generally analysed to produce daily, monthly and seasonal statistics (Yang et. al., 2016) in order to test for
broad compliance. The data cannot therefore be used in a regulatory capacity for individual vessels but can be used
as an indicator of overall compliance. The measurements can also be used to show the background in a relatively
pristine atmosphere. The direction of the wind also has a large bearing on whether or not emissions are detectable
from large shipping. Near-field attribution is possible for the small amount of ferry traffic within Plymouth Sound,
although there are no plans to use this in a compliance framework.
Access to real-time data is possible, although currently through single graphs from the PPAO website. Attribution
to single vessel infringement is currently not possible. Historical data is available back to May 2014.
4.1.2

Netherlands Organisation for Applied Scientific Research

Plumes of passing vessels are detected by their peaks in the volume mixing ratio of NO. This triggers further signal
processing using a software package developed in our laboratory in Matlab First SO2 concentrations are corrected
for NO interferences then a background signal for the period, i.e. a few minutes, of the NOx, SO2 and CO2 peaks is
derived. These background levels for NOx, SO2 and CO2 are subtracted from the peaks in the signal that is related
to an individual, identified vessel and integrated over time. From this the FSC is determined according to Eq. 1.
Also, a quality parameter for the assessed FSC is derived. This parameter is based upon the noise level in the
background, the ratio between the height of the SO2 and CO2 peaks and the noise levels, and the distance of the
vessel to the location of the system. This yields a qualitative and quantitative quality parameter.
All results including the vessel’s name, the derived FSC, the quality parameter are presented on our website that can
be accessed by the contractor, i.e. PSC, to use this information to target suspect vessels for further inspection.
The uncertainty of the remotely determined FSC values is estimated from comparisons of TNO’s online results with
the on-board samples taken by the contractor. The 1-𝜎 uncertainty in the FSC is found to be around 20 % or
reported as 0.1±0.02 % Sm/m. The uncertainty is found to decrease at higher FSCs.
4.1.3

German Federal Maritime and Hydrographic Agency

At all monitoring stations measurements are carried out continuously (24/7) with a short interruption of 35 minutes
every 25 hours to perform automatically an instrument function control by zero and span checks. During the data
analysis process several quality flags according to background concentration, signal-to-noise level, peak shape,
separation of neighbouring peaks, and unambiguousness of peak allocation need to be fulfilled to ensure reporting of
high-quality data only. Instrument performance, raw data, automated function check data, and analysis results are
checked for plausibility on a daily basis by a trained operator.
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The raw data are transferred to BSH every hour via mobile internet connection and are analysed automatically with
dedicated, in-house developed software based on Matlab, see Figure 4-1. The analysis software looks for peaks in
NO, CO2 and SO2. Only if all quality flags are fulfilled, e.g. peak signal to noise ratio above 5, the FSC is calculated
from the peak areas of SO2, CO2 and NO for correcting the SO2 cross sensitivity to NO according to Kattner et al.
(2015) and Eq. 1. For each plume, the measurement uncertainty is calculated individually according to the individual
signal to noise ratios. Using the measured wind vector and the ships position from the recorded AIS-data, measured
plumes are allocated to passing ships by calculating the plume trajectory toward the measurement site. Only if the
plume allocation is distinct and the plume analysis indicates a potential non-compliance, i.e. when the calculated FSC
minus uncertainty exceeds 0.11 % Sm/m, the software automatically sends an e-mail alert to the responsible local
authorities to trigger further actions (e.g. on-board inspection). If the allocation of a measured plume is not distinct,
e.g. due to multiple ships in front of the measurement site, the alert is not sent to local authorities directly but to a
BSH internal operator first. The trained operator checks the measurement and ship movements and takes a decision
to report or not to report the measurement. The informed local authorities may decide to register an alert to the
THETIS-EU database manually.

Figure 4-1: Workflow for compliance monitoring by the German Federal Maritime and Hydrographic Agency.

4.1.4

Chalmers University of Technology

Chalmers has developed an automatic AIS based software that measures ship plumes, calculates the sulphur fuel
content and NOx emission per kWh, identifies from which ship the plume originates and then sends data to a web
database and mail warnings if appropriate. The software also allocates a quality flag (high, medium, poor) to the
measurements based on several parameters:
•
•
•
•

Weather conditions, whereof the wind direction is the most critical factor,
Distance of the ship source,
Quality of the CO2 plume in terms of peak its value above background and peak time period,
Amounts of ships in the area which may lead to discrepancies in terms of the source of origin.

Each of the instrument described in section 2.1.5 has at least a sampling frequency of 1 Hz which is semi-compressed
and stored locally. Emission factors of SO2 and NOx are automatically calculated by combining the detection of
plumes from the CO2 time-series, AIS and wind data. A detected plume is related to the emitting ship, which is also
labelled and recorded.
These calculations are based on the following procedures:
•
•
•

baseline and plume detection,
detection of the source of origin by triangulating the wind speed, ships speed from the AIS readings, and
CO2 plume peaks,
calculation of the FSC which is proportional to the ratio of the plume areas of SO2 and CO2. The NOx
interference of the SO2 is inferred and corrected with the NOx plume areas.

Particle measurements are manually evaluated with a software developed at Chalmers University of Technology
following similar procedures as the ones previously described above.
The fixed installations are normally located relatively close to populated areas, thus a 4G modem that provides
internet access is the standard approach. The raw data is stored locally while the evaluated data is automatically
transmitted and appended to a database. The content of the data includes the estimated FSC and a quality flag. In
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addition, a GIF animated file provides a qualitative description of the measurements in order to clear up possible
non-compliance “false alarms”. High FSC measurements are also reported through emails to the administrators of
the network.
4.1.5

KINE Oy

KINE’s service, Airnow, includes measuring, targeting, analysing and saving data to be delivered and reported to
authorities, in this case Traficom. The analysis is automated. Each value measured by sniffers is given with a reliability
of the measurement due to surrounding conditions and compared with plume dispersion model performance. The
users have access to all information. The system automatically sends information of non-compliant results by email
or SMS whichever is set by user. Authorities have near real-time access with a few minute delay to gathered data
and reporting happens at same time as it is accessible in online service. Reporting triggers are set for non-compliant
vessels and notification of it is sent to users. The report settings can be modified by the users, e.g. Traficom (Jyrki
Vilo, Managing Director, pers. comm., 12 November 2019).
The stations are fully automated and alarms on high FSC measurements as well as malfunctions in the hardware and
software are send automatically.
The amount of ships measured annually is roughly a total of 20,000 ships from all stations.

4.2

Aerial measurements

4.2.1

Manned aircraft operated by Royal Belgian Institute of Natural Sciences

The Royal Belgian Institute of Natural Sciences uses the data analysis software as Chalmers University of Technology
for manual peak detection. Wind information is retrieved from the airplanes avionics and processed together with
AIS, GPS and analyser data in the built-in processing unit. The user interface allows to see a map display with vessels
in the vicinity of the airplane and calculates and shows the locations of each vessel’s plume on the map for assisting
navigation. The analyser data is displayed to the operator on board in real time. Plumes are handled manually by the
operator who assigns the start and the end of each plume as well as the related background regions within the IGPS
software.
The quality assurance is done based on two steps. The first step is the operator evaluation. The second step is based
on three thresholds (Ward van Roy, SURV-Team, pers. comm., 27 November 2019).
1. Operator evaluation: the following criteria have to be fulfilled for a measurement to be judged by the
operator as valid
a. For compliant ships:
• Minimum 5 ppm on CO2 above background, which corresponds roughly to a signal to noise
ratio of ca 10 to 1,
• No other ships in 30 s before or after measurement,
• Stable background, i.e. no inversion layers, no effect of climbing out, etc.,
• Nice even peaks, e.g. no double peaks.
b. For non-compliant ships - same as above plus:
• Minimum 3 ppb on the SO2 peaks,
• At least one confirmation in the same order of magnitude,
• No tails on the SO2 signal,
• Ship is en route,
• No soot plume.
2. Thresholds: for the establishment of the uncertainty on the thresholds, i.e. colour flags, the uncertainty is
based on the accuracy, precision plus a total set of additional uncertainties. The accuracy is calculated based
on the difference in the median between the airborne and PSC data and is about 0.02 % Sm/m. The precision
is based on the repetitive measurements which is around 0.02 % Sm/m. The additional uncertainties are based
on the uncertainties in calibration, concentration of the calibration gases, etc. This is less than 0.01 % Sm/m.
a. Green flags: uncertainty of false negatives, i.e. non-compliant vessels where measurements indicate
compliance within the 95 % confidence Interval (CI) green flagged measurements correspond to an
FSC of less than 0.15 % Sm/m,
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b. Yellow flags: Uncertainty of false positives, i.e. compliant vessels measurements indicate noncompliance, for FSC > 0.11 % Sm/m with 1 × 𝜎, i.e. 68 % CI,
c. Orange flag: Uncertainty of false positives for FSC > 0.15 % Sm/m with 1.96 × 𝜎, i.e. 95 % CI,
d. Red flag: Uncertainty of false positives for FSC > 0.15 % Sm/m with 2.58 × 𝜎, i.e. 99 % CI.
For vessels which were found to be non-compliant, a flight report containing the vessel’s position, MMSI, destination,
estimated time of arrival and evaluated FSC is composed and sent by email in near real time to the responsible PSC
to give them motivation for taking fuel samples on board the vessel. All data, i.e. in case of compliance and noncompliance, is put into a web-database just after the flight. A direct link to THETIS-EU is currently under
construction.
4.2.2

Helicopter and UAV by Explicit ApS

Data processing in the Explicit Mini Sniffer System is done remotely via Explicit’s cloud-based Emissions Lab (E-Lab)
comprising proprietary emissions analysis software, quality control procedures, and a user-oriented web reporting
interface (AEMS – airborne emissions monitoring system).
Raw data is collected via the Mini Sniffer Units and, in combination with locally collected GPS and AIS tracks, relayed
to the Emissions Lab for subsequent emissions analysis and reporting. The three data tracks enable the system to
associate a measurement with a specific vessel in time and space.
The E-Lab system calculates FSC values using SO2/CO2 as prescribed by MEPC and approximate NOx emissions
using NOx/CO2 as prescribed by Balzani Lööv et al. (2014). The system further assigns an uncertainty margin at
1 relative standard deviation (RSD) and a Quality Score to each measurement, see section 2.2.1 for further
information. While the analysis is based on automated system algorithms, Explicit conducts manual quality checks on
all measurements before releasing any reports to the authorities.
The system data infrastructure is displayed in Figure 4-2.

Figure 4-2: The Emissions Lab includes various overall compliance statistics tools, notification options, and a data
exchange module for reporting directly into THETIS-EU either automatically or based on user selection.

Subject to flight planning and connectivity, live data from the Explicit Mini Sniffer System can be processed through
the Emissions Lab in real-time producing final emissions reports on individual ships.
Explicit applies a multi-layered quality assurance scheme:
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1. Test and calibrations: In addition to the calibrations performed by the sensor manufacturers, each
assembled Mini Sniffer Unit is tested and calibrated before deployment by FORCE Technology, the Danish
Government Reference Lab for Air Emissions, according to EN ISO 6145-1. Each unit is subsequently
equipped with a certificate of calibration with up to 100 flights hours of operation before replacement /
recalibration is needed. Usage is monitored by the system.
2. Multiple Parallel Sampling: Whenever possible, Explicit uses a dual sensor configuration and monitors
sensor correlation to detect possible failures during operation. The use of two parallel sensor systems also
ensures operational redundancy.
3. Emissions Analysis: Each measurement is evaluated according to a systemic Quality Scoring Protocol in
order to determine the quality or “robustness” of a measurement, i.e. the strength of the measurement
position in the plume at the time of sampling. Each measurement is scored on a scale of 0-10 according to
a consolidated set of assessment criteria evaluating both threshold gas concentrations and time spent in
plume against the individual sensor performance profiles. Any measurement rated ≥ 6 is considered high
quality. Measurements ≤ 3 are considered low quality. All measurements are subject to manual quality
control before report issue. Any measurement with a scoring < 1 is rejected in quality control as a failed
attempt at measuring and not uploaded to the reporting website (AEMS).
4. Tracking. All Mini Sniffer Units are equipped with serial numbers and component tracking.
4.2.3

Manned aircraft operated by Chalmers University of Technology

Chalmers operates the same procedures for aircraft as for stationary sites which are described in section 4.1.4.
What differs is that during the aircraft measurements the operator can guide the pilot from information about the
vessels in the vicinity displayed on a map in the user interface of the IGPS Real software. The signal of the measured
constituents are displayed in real time. The peak allocation works in principle similar as for stationary sites. However,
the operator can justify the respective regions in the signals which were automatically suggested as peak and
reference regions for background calculations by the software. Also the suggested vessel as source might be
corrected if needed.
The reporting is done after each flight. And the data is further treated and uploaded to the same database as described
in section 4.1.4.
4.2.4

Fixed and rotary-wing UAV by Aeromon Oy

Results, analysis and visualisations are provided in real-time either through Aeromon Cloud Service (ACS) which can
be connected to THETIS-EU or through local user interface if internet is not an option.

Figure 4-3: Aeromon Cloud Service marine vessel emission monitoring cloud platform user interface.
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The reporting can be automated based on specific FSC result limits or it can be done after the results have been
inspected by the operator and/or Aeromon, see Figure 4-3. The results are accompanied with relevant required
metadata together with confidence level, result weight factor, for averaging purposes from several results from same
plume, and error margins. The confidence levels presented in Table 4-1 are based on successful calibration, measured
concentrations of target compounds and integration time.
The FSC results are typically calculated using Eq. I.
Table 4-1: Confidence level definition used for reporting by Aeromon Oy.
Confidence level

4.2.5

Comment

FSC result weight
factor
10

1

High confidence

2

Moderate confidence

3

3

Low confidence

1

Measurements from fixed-wing platform by FMI

The measurement data was processed manually by research scientists. The aim was to study the benefits of fixedwing platform with a large payload in comparison to e.g. helicopters or unmanned instruments with a smaller payload.
It was observed that larger payload enabled more detailed measurements and plume aging studies. However also the
much higher operational costs for this kind of measurements need to be considered.
4.2.6

UAV operated by Hong Kong University of Science and Technology

The data processing is a combined mode of automatic calculation and manual selection of plume signature points for
FSC calculation. The operator of the Sirius sensor can start one single plume measurement by pressing a start button
at the ground station and end the measurement by pressing the end button, then the Sirius system will automatically
determine the FSC levels of the plume measurement in real-time.

4.3

Satellite based global reporting system by exactEarth Europe

When compliance monitoring will be performed with continuous on-board measurements which are accessible from
remote, the relevant parameters can be retrieved through a variety of mechanisms:
1. logged on-board and retrieved when the ship returns to port – but this does not support real-time
access,
2. transmitted via cellular networks while the ship is operating within network coverage,
3. transmitted via WiFi / WiMAX while the ship is operating within network coverage,
4. transmitted via mobile satellite communications, for example Very Small Aperture Terminal (VSAT)
systems, or Iridium / Inmarsat / Globalstar L-band type services. These services are not limited to coastal
areas, as they will operate in many areas of the world. That said, only Iridium NEXT provides truly
global coverage.
Option 4 is obviously the most useful to meet real-time access and location independence requirements, but
traditional satcom services can be very expensive with regard to air-time charges and on-board terminal costs.
Furthermore, whilst many larger ships will have an on-board satcom system already, it is unlikely that a ship’s
operator would want third-party systems connected to this – both from a practical, e.g. physical integration, point
of view, but also from an additional air-time charging point of view.
A new maritime satcom service, ‘exactSeNS’, has therefore been developed by exactEarth Europe that provides a
stand-alone and much more cost-effective method of transmitting low volume sensor data from ships to support
real-time access (Proud et al., 2016). exactSeNS uses the Application Specific Messaging (ASM) maritime Very High
Frequency radio (VHF) frequency (161.950 MHz – allocated at WRC-15), which is part of the family of maritime
VHF frequencies related to AIS and the future VHF Data Exchange System (VDES).
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Figure 4-4: exactSeNS conceptual data flow.

As illustrated in Figure 4-4Figure 4-5, exactSeNS supports the regular transmission of sensor data in the form of a
specially encoded two-slot AIS Message 26 (Multiple slot binary message with Communications State) – the encoding
is designed to enhance satellite detection in noisy RF areas of the world.
The transmitted messages are detected by the exactEarth satellite AIS constellation, which consists of 58 AIS/ASM
receivers flown on the new Iridium NEXT satellite constellation, illustrated in Figure 4-5. Satellite revisit for anywhere
in the world is approximately every fifteen minutes or better.

Figure 4-5: exactSeNS satellite constellation with AIS/ASM receiver footprints.

Through fast communication links between satellites, detected data is passed within seconds through the satellite
orbital network to the system’s ground station. After decoding, the transmitted data is made available via Amazon
Web Services (AWS) for users to consume – normally transmitted data is available to users within one or two
minutes of the original transmission.
As it is a VHF broadcast technology, exactSeNS detection rates are not perfect and 100 % reception cannot be
guaranteed (unlike services such as Iridium). However, if the data to be transmitted is non-safety critical and an
occasional lack of data transmission is usually not an issue, then exactSeNS has a significant cost benefit – for example,
an exactSeNS monthly fixed air-time charge to send 300 Kbytes of data is at least an order of magnitude (and more)
less than for a typical L-band service.
exactSeNS uses an on-board ASM transmitter to transmit the data messages – there are a number of options for
these in the pipeline, but SCIPPER will use a device developed by AllTek Marine – illustrated in Figure 4-6.
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Figure 4-6: Example exactSeNS Transmitter.

Using a pre-defined schema, the on-board application/platform injects payload data via an exactSeNS NMEA sentence
into the ASM transmitter for encoding, message creation and onward transmission at 12 W on ASM-1 frequency.
The transmission schedule / data content is therefore controlled by the on-board application/platform. The
transmitter requires separate VHF and GPS antennas to be installed; and also requires a local 12-24 V DC power
source.
The sensor data payload per message is 14 bytes, i.e. low volume, but as many messages as required can be sent
without incurring any additional air-time charge – one every two minutes is recommended.
Via a suite of AWS-based web services, users can then either:
•
•

collect all un-encoded Messages from their devices and then unpack the data payload themselves
collect all extracted payload data from their devices; i.e. they retrieve just the sensor data values which
requires eEE to be given the format of the payload.
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5 Summary
In this review, the currently applied technologies for remote sulphur emission monitoring from ships by the analysis
of their exhaust plumes and their deployment with examples in European and East-Asian emission control areas are
presented. Also, it is described how results, especially in the case of non-compliances, are reported to responsible
authorities. It should be noted that the report is built around text contributions from – mostly – partners within
the project SCIPPER. Their highly appreciated contributions are only compiled and edited and presented nearly
unchanged. From this it is already clear that that that there is a need to harmonise data treatment and reporting of
uncertainties. This will help to create a level playing field for ship owners and provide high quality results to the
responsible authorities.
Methods
Besides gas analysers, sensors for meteorology, and AIS receivers are required for the identification of vessels which
are not complying with the sulphur emission limits. Sniffer techniques use air samples which are primarily analysed
for the volume mixing ratios of SO2 and CO2. The ratio of the surplus of these gases to the background mixing ratios
in the ambient air due to the emission from combustion on ships relates directly to the sulphur content in the
currently burned fuel.
The measurement techniques for the gas analysis can be summarized in three groups.
First, highly sensitive sniffer techniques based on advanced analysers which are capable of reliable quantification of
rather small changes in the order of a few ppb for SO2 and NOx are described NOx, particularly its NO fraction is
usually measured to compensate for its influence to the SO2 measurements by the widely applied UV-fluorescence
method in the trace level sniffer systems. But it also has been a regulated and limited pollutant in North-American
and Caribbean waters and new limiting regulations for NOx for the North and Baltic Seas will come into effect from
2021. FSCs can be determined from plumes at distances of even several hundreds of metres away from the vessel.
Systems based on highly sensitive sniffer techniques are comparatively huge and heavy and also costly. Sniffer systems
with trace level sensitivity are widely used in autonomously operating land-based monitoring sites. But, such systems
are also applied on manned aircraft.
Another group of monitoring systems uses small-sized sniffer systems. The method is in principle similar to the trace
level sniffer method, i.e. the amount of SO2 and CO2 is quantified in an air sample. Small-sized sniffer systems make
use of less complex, small and lightweight electrochemical and NDIR sensors. This results in whole systems that are
so compact that they are put as payloads to manned and unmanned aircraft. These techniques require higher
concentrations for accurate quantification of the volume mixing ratios and hence the FSC. Thus, they have to be
applied in the close vicinity of the ship’s funnel where the concentrations of the pollutants is sufficiently high. This
means that these systems should ideally be deployed on platforms which can be brought near the funnels in a
controllable manner, like e.g. helicopters or UAVs.
DOAS is applied in its different configurations such as for example MAX-DOAS and LP-DOAS from stationary sites.
Downward looking DOAS measurements using the backscattered sun-light from sea surfaces are also used from
aircraft. It is suitable to quantify the emissions of SO2 and NO2 since both have strong and specific absorption features
in the UV and visible optical regions which are suitable for the quantification of these molecules with DOAS
technique. Unfortunately, DOAS has not been found to be suitable for the quantification of CO2 so far. So direct
determination of the FSC based on the SO2 to CO2 ratio like in sniffer measurements is not done. But measurements
so far indicate that a high SO2 to NO2 ratio in plumes can be used as a first sign for vessels sailing on fuel with noncompliant sulphur contents. On aircraft the analysis based on DOAS may provide a first indication of sulphur content
quickly. This signal can be used as a trigger for succeeding sniffer measurements at plume height. The DOAS
measurements which can be conducted from more convenient operational altitudes of e.g. 300 m need much less
accurate and time consuming manoeuvring than the sniffer measurements which need to be conducted at the correct
height for traversing the plume.
The established stationary sites run mostly autonomously and are generally checked and controlled remotely. They
are commonly land-based near shipping lines which means that vessels near to shores and not at open seas are
monitored. In contrast, monitoring by aerial vehicles can be used for compliance monitoring even at remote places
at any time provided the required flight conditions. Besides, airborne systems can actively be flown into suitable
locations to analyse the emission plumes of individual ships. These methods have the potential for a comparatively
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large number of measurements in a short time period but only during the time of flight and limited to the required
flight conditions. This could be an interesting addition to measurements at stationary sites which are normally located
near the shore and limited options in open seas.
Data treatment and procedures
The analysis of raw data at stationary sites is vastly automated and the results are reported in a span of a few seconds
to about an hour after plume detection to the responsible authorities. The automatic analysis is in all cases based on
peak detections algorithms on the sampled gases. And the source is automatically allocated by vector calculations
based on wind and the vessels’ navigational data, and station position.
For aerial measurements the analysis of the FSC result based on the air sampling is done by most groups manually,
i.e. beginning and end of the plume are defined manually by the operator. After this has been done the calculations
are processed automatically. Other groups use and automatic approach for plume detection, with manual revision
of the data before reporting as one quality measure.
Today, the scales that indicate quality and their requirements are not unified as are the measures which are taken to
assure the quality of the measurements. Also, it has to be considered that the deployment also matters. All in all
there are three different cases to take account for, i.e. stationary measurements, aerial measurements by fixed-wing
aircraft, and aerial measurements by rotary-wing aircraft. The measurements taken at stationary sites can run
autonomously, permanently and continuously but are depending on single sampling occasions when the vessels pass
by. These on the other hand last much longer in the order of tens of seconds to minutes as compared to
measurements which are conducted while traversing ship plumes with fixed-wing aircraft which lasts only a few
seconds. Aerial monitoring systems allow for repetitive sampling of emitted plumes in order to strengthen the results.
This might be useful especially for fixed-wing aircraft which cannot hover at a fixed position relative to the emission
source and hence remain within a plume for a longer period as for example rotary-wing aircraft could. This as an
example reflected in the presented quality indicators where the Royal Belgian Institute of Natural Sciences requires
at least one more confirmatory measurement in case of non-compliant vessels, or Aeromon’s way of using weighting
factors in order to combine the results of several sampling results to calculate a weighted mean value. Explicit valuates
the time within the plume as a criteria that is used for quality scoring.
Current compliance monitoring
At this stage continuous compliance monitoring with fully automated stationary systems in European waters is
conducted at the port of Rotterdam (Netherlands), port of Bremerhaven (Germany), along river Elbe (Germany),
Kiel Fjord (Germany), Great Belt Bridge and Öresund Bridge (Denmark), port of Gothenburg (Sweden), and at
several locations near main water ways along the Finnish coast line. Aerial monitoring at regular intervals is currently
conducted in Belgian and Netherlands waters as well as in Danish waters.
Additionally, the general effects of the regulations at the English Channel are permanently monitored by the Penlee
Point Atmospheric Observatory (United Kingdom). Other, satellite based techniques are used to obtain spatially
resolved data about pollution from shipping as shown by the work of FMI regarding NO2 observations in worldwide
sea areas.
In this report, also an available, satellite based method for reporting data from on-board monitoring devices is
presented. This could be a complementing alternative to systems which analyse the emission from ships remotely to
pinpoint potential gross polluting vessels.
The reported FSC data is usually complemented with one or more parameters to indicate the quality of the
measurement. The quality assurance is handled very differently between the various groups. Commonly, the
determined quality parameters account for the signal quality and measurement situation, i.e. the certainty to have
allocated the plume to the correct vessel. The applied scores could be based on numeric values, e.g. Explicit ApS or
Aeromon Oy, or colour scales as for example used by the Royal Belgian Institute of Natural Sciences and the Dutch
TNO.
Most groups which are represented in this review and who are offering monitoring as a service to the responsible
authorities as PSC have each their own database. Findings of non-compliant ships are usually reported to responsible
authorities by email and/or SMS. These could connect to THETIS-EU. So far data of vessels found to be non-compliant
by remote measurement techniques is manually entered to THETIS-EU. However, the usage of a common database
as THETIS-EU for reporting findings from remote monitoring like would require a harmonised way of how
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measurement data and especially the quality of these data is indicated and retrieved. This is needed to provide
trustworthy reports to which the stakeholders as authorities and ship owners can rely.
The harmonisation of quality management is one of the important outcomes that the SCIPPER project could give as
it combines responsible stakeholders in this field.
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Appendix A
Table App. A-1: Measurement data prior to SCIPPER as far as shared with the authors.
Country

Monitored Region

Measurement
Period

Number of
Measured Plumes
until end of 2018

Method

DE

Elbe River /
Harbour entrance since 09/2014
Hamburg (Wedel)

16672

sniffer

DE

North Sea Port
Bremerhaven

since 08/2017

3661

sniffer

DE

Harbour entrance
Kiel / Kiel Kanal

since 04/2018

1557

sniffer

Unknown

in-situ

1

in stack
(FTIR)

UK
UK

Penlee Point
Atmospheric
since 05/2014
Observatory
Individual research one day:
vessel
02/03/2017

DK

Danish waters

Since 07/2017

NL

Dutch waters

one week: 09/2016 327

NL

NL

Rotterdam

Rotterdam
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Measured
Species

SO2, CO2,
NO, NO2,
O3
SO2, CO2,
NO, NO2,
O3
SO2, CO2,
NO, NO2,
O3
SO2, CH4,
CO2, O3,
(NO2)
SO2, CO2,
NOx

Deployment

Data Owner

Federal Maritime and
Hydrographic Agency
Bundesamt für
Andreas Weigelt
ground-based (fixed Seeschifffahrt und
Wüstland 2
site)
Hydrographie
22589 Hamburg, Germany
(BSH)
phone: +49 (0)40 3190
ground-based (fixed
3322
site)

andreas.weigelt@bsh.de

ground-based (fixed
site)
Plymouth Marine
Tim Smyth
Laboratory
moving platform

tjsm@pml.ac.uk

sniffer

SO2, CO2,
NO, NO2

Airborne platform

sniffer

SO2, CO2,
NO, NO2

Airborne platform

Explicit ApS

sniffer

PM, SO2,
NOx

ground-based
(mobile site also
used to monitor
inland shipping)

150

2015 to 2019

With some
periods not
available
maximum 5000
reported per
sniffer
year(many
rejected
because of
several reasons)

TNO
SO2, NOx

Email

ground-based (fixed
site)

Danish
Environmental
Protection
Agency

2006 to 2007

Contact

ground-based (fixed
site)
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Danish EPA
Mette Overgaard
Tolderlundsvej 5
5000 Odense C
phone: +45 51 79 30 73
Explicit ApS
Bettina Knudsen
Teknikerbyen 5
2830 Virum
phone: +45 28 14 59 33

Jan Duyzer
phone: +31 88 866 2027

meove@mst.dk

bkn@explicit.dk

jan.duyzer@tno.nl
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NL

Dutch inland
waters

BE

Bonn Agreement
Quadripartite Zone
of Joint
Responsibility
(BAQPZJ), North
Sea BE + parts of
NL, FR, UK ("The
Since 2015
sea area between
the parallels of
latitude 51°51'
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